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Brussels, 02 May 2022 

 

Draft minutes 
of the EUGC committee meeting on 5 April 2022, 12h30,  

Il Ramo Verdee, Rue de Toulouse 46, 1040 Bruxelles 
 

***** 

 

 

In attendance:  Peter BAADER, Christian EHLERS, Chantal JACQUES, Emilio 
RODRIGUEZ, ,  

Excused  Filip VERCRUYSSE (Corona), Victoria PAGADIGORRIA 

 

 
1. Golfing programme 2022 (state-of-play) 

 The Committee decided to offer vouchers from the Golf Centre in Wavre to 
the winners of the Winter Cup (€ 100, € 75, € 50). 

 The Committee decided to go back to Le Touquet in 2023. 

 In Wimereux the EUGC team could play but not compete due to two last 
minute cancellations caused by Corona infections. 

 The committee decided to offer to low handicappers the opportunity to play 
the Ravenstein course on 15 June, although Ravenstein set the green fee at 
€ 140. The President considered this green fee to be excessively high for a 
mid-week event. 

 The Committee was in favour to go to Vittel in autumn if the conditions were 
favourable. 
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2. Membership situation 

When the Committee met the club had 128 members. 

 

3. Marshal and Slow play 

 Emilio RODRIGUEZ and the President have participated in an AFGOLF 
training for “Marshals”; the PPT charts were distributed in a separate 
document. 

 The responsibilities of a Marshal are defined by the “Sports Committee”. The 
committee believed the EUBC does not need to create an extra administrative 
body; the EUGC Committee could also meet as “Sports Committee”. 

 The Committee asked Peter BAADER to develop the framework for an EUGC 
Marshal. The text could be approved at the next meeting. In addition, a 
marshal should be equipped with a “time-par” sheet. The President would 
enquire how such a list could be drawn up.  

 The Vice-President would make available the text on “Slow play. . . and how 
to avoid it” to the EUGC members. 

 Score cards should always show that it is compulsory to record the finishing 
time after a round of golf. 

 

4. AFGOLF competitions 

 Challenge de Printemps Seniors: 
The state-of-play can be found on the AFGOLF website. 

 Ladies’ Championship: 
Attention should be paid to the AFGOLF and FRBG handicap categories. 

 Men’s Cup: 
Attention should be paid to the AFGOLF and FRBG handicap categories. 

 Prix de la Francophonie: 
The EUGC qualifier will be played in 26 June in Château d’Ardenne. 
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5. Promotional material 

 The “bag tags”, caps and towels have arrived. The bag-tags will be offered to 
members; caps and towels can be used for prize giving. 

 

6. Miscellaneous 

 The next committee meeting will take place on 5 July 2022 at 12h30 in Il 
Ramo Verdee, Rue de Toulouse 46, 1040 Bruxelles 

 

Christian EHLERS 
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